Ramakrishna Mission High School, Sitanagaram

MiKids Event with Parents - A Report

To quicken the process of learning English Language at LKG, UKG and 1st Std. levels, Ramakrishna Mission High School introduced MiKids program during the academic year 2018-19. MiKids program facilitates children to absorb the rudiments of English Language by using one or more of their strong in-born learning styles like visual, verbal, logical, auditory, social, intrapersonal, physical and naturalistic. To demonstrate the skills acquired by the children to parents, the school has organized an event on 29th June 2019. 150 parents attended this colourful and excited event.

LKG children demonstrated producing phonetic sounds of English, conversations between friends, story-telling, reading words with phonetic blending and reading sight words.

UKG children demonstrated phonics songs, story-telling, blending sounds, reading sentences, conversation on themes like beach, school etc., and sight words.

1st Standard children demonstrated how to introduce themselves, conversations, phonic sound songs, story reading, story-telling and skits.

All parents appreciated the efforts of the school and satisfied with the progress of their children in learning English Language in a novel way.

Please click the following link for photos.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1loQS46C-2FpHdOlu1LfvwnekImchB5G
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